
Read the information below and answer the question.

1. Hello. I’m Rodrigo. Last summer, I 
went to Paris for my vacation. 
It’s the capital city of France and 
it’s located in northern central 

France. The weather isn’t too hot 
in summers, so it was perfect for 

city sightseeing. I visited many popular museums and 
cathedrals. This remarkable city has both modern and 
historical architecture. I experienced a wonderful 
holiday with lots of unforgettable memories.

 In this paragraph, there is NO information 
about the - - - - of Paris

A) climate B) architecture

C) culture D) location

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

2. 

Serena : - - - -?

Andrea : Yes, I have. It was wonderful.

Serena : - - - -?

Andrea : I experienced many interesting things 
there, but I liked the traditional foods 
most.

Serena : - - - -?

Andrea : It was too crowded. There were many 
people and the traffic was bad.

 Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
Serena ask Andrea?

A) Have you ever had a bad holiday experience

B) Have you ever gone sightseeing in Barcelona

C) What did you like most about Barcelona

D) What didn’t you like about Barcelona

Read the information below and answer the question.

3. 

Holiday 
Preferences 

Of Teenagers

To me, natural beauties 
like green forests and 

magnificent mountains are 
more exotic and beautiful 

than recreational activities.

I think doing different 
activities at the sea 

like paragliding, scuba 
diving, or sunbathing 

is more exciting than a 
culture holiday.

In my opinion, 
city sightseeing is 
more fascinating 
than a vacation in 
the countryside.

I’d rather join a group 
tour abroad because 
you spend less money 
but experience more 
interesting things.

Eduardo

Nicolas

Maggie

Sabrina

 Which of the following IS NOT related to the 
preferences of people above? 

A) B) 

C) D) 
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Read the information below and answer the question.

4. 

7 h.

6 h.

5 h.
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1 h.

Hours
Spent

Linda Mark

The hours Mark and Linda spent ... on holiday.

learning 
new 

cultures

swimming 
at 

beaches

tasting 
traditional 

dishes

experiencing 
rich 

traditions

 Which of the following IS CORRECT according to 
the information above?

A) Linda and Mark like similar vacation types.

B) Mark thinks a seaside vacation is more lovely 
than a cultural holiday.

C) Linda spent her time swimming at the beaches 
most.

D) Mark and Linda made lots of friends on 
holiday.

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

5. Steven : - - - -?

Juliana : I suppose it’s best to visit Taj Mahal in 
winter months because it’s not crowded 
and not hot in winter in India.

 Which of the following completes the 
conversation?

A) What’s the best time to visit Tac Mahal

B) What can you do in Taj Mahal

C) What gifts can we buy from Taj Mahal

D) Why is Tac Mahal so popular

Read the information below and answer the question.

6. 

Trinity : - - - -?

Bridget : Hatay was the capital of Hellenistic 
and Roman Syria, but Mamluk armies 
destroyed the city in 1268.

 Which of the following completes the 
conversation?

A) What can you taste in Hatay?

B) What do you know about the history of Hatay

C) What’s the average temperature in Hatay in 
summer

D) Why did you go to Hatay last week

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

7. 

Joseph : - - - -?

Adrian : Yes, I did. It’s a must-see place.

Joseph : - - - -?

Adrian : Well, I visited museums, saw the 
windmills, met lots of new people.

Joseph : - - - -?

Adrian : I think Zandam is the most beautiful place 
in Amsterdam. It’s a splendid town with 
lots of lovely windmills.

 Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
Joseph ask Adrian?

A) Did you enjoy your trip to Amsterdam

B) What activities did you do there

C) What did you enjoy eating most in Amsterdam

D) What’s the best place to see there
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Read the facts below and answer the question.

8. 
· The Mount Everest in Nepal is 

the highest mountain in the 
World.

· The Times Square in New 
York is the most popular and 
crowded place in the USA.

· Phuket beach in Thailand is 
the hottest beach in the 
World.

· The Great Wall of China is the 
longest and oldest construction 
project in history.

 Which of the following pictures DOES NOT 
match with one of the facts above?

A) B) 

C) D) 

Answer the questions (9-10) according to the poster 
below.

• Have you ever learned a foreign culture?

• Have you ever seen a magni�cent Eurpean palace?

• Have you ever seen a beutiful Swiss Village?

• When did you last buy an interesting present from 
abroad?

Join our magni�cent Europe tours! It’s better
than any other tour!

AMAZING
E U R O P E  E XP E R I E N C E

C A L L  U S :
+ 7 5 5  4 5 5  5 5  5 5

01

04
03

02

EUROPE
PA C KA G E  T O U R S

9. Karina prefers going sightseeing. She loves walking 
in the streets and taking photographs of beautiful 
urban buildings and structures.

 Which tour should Karina choose according to 
the poster and information above?

A) Tour number 1 B) Tour number 2

C) Tour number 3 D) Tour number 4

10. Which of the following IS NOT correct according 
to the poster above?

A) You can see rural towns of Europe. 

B) You can taste special dishes of Europe.

C) You can see historic sites of Europe.

D) You can experience cultural diversity of 
Europe.
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